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Recently, it has been shown possible to go around basic dispersion energy constraints that limit bandwidth of
every passive metamaterial and construct a broadband active Epsilon-Near-Zero superluminal transmission line. A
basic building block of this unusual transmission line is an active ‘tank circuit’ that contains both conventional (pos-
itive) capacitor and non-Foster negative capacitor. Published theoretical studies revealed that such a ‘tank circuit’
is stable if an overall capacitance is positive. These studies assumed lossless host transmission line periodically
loaded with ideal dispersionless negative capacitors. However, a possible influence of the imperfections of a realis-
tic negative capacitor (its dispersion and loss/gain) on the stability has not been investigated so far. Here, stability
analysis of realistic superluminal transmission line is performed in Laplacedomain. The obtained results are in a
good agreement with those obtained in recent experiments on active transmission line developed at University of
Zagreb.
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Analiza stabilnosti superluminalne prijenosne linije temeljene na metamaterijalu s neidalnim ne-
Fosterovim negativnim kondenzatorima. Nedavno je pokazano da je moguće zaobíci temeljne energetsko-
disperzijske uvjete koji ograničavaju širinu frekvencijskog pojasa svakog pasivnog metamaterijala. Tako�er je
pokazano da je moguće konstruirati širokopojasnu aktivnu superluminalnu prijenosnu liniju s približno nultom
permitivnosti (ENZ). Osnovni gradivni element ove neuobičajne linije je aktivni “titrajni krug” koji se sastoji od
klasǐcnog (pozitivnog) i ne-Fosterovog negativnog kondenzatora. Do sada objavljene teorijske studije pokazale su
da je ovakav “titrajni krug” stabilan ako je ekvivalentni ukupni kapacitetpozitivan. Me�utim, stvarni (neidalni)
negativni kondenzator uvijek ima gubitke (ili pojačanje) i disperziju. Utjecaj ovih nesavršenosti na stabilnost super-
luminalne linije je nejasan i do sada nije istraživan. Stoga je u ovomečlanku nǎcinjena analiza stabilnosti neidealne
superluminalne prijenosne u Laplaceovoj domeni. Rezultati analize su u vrlo dobrom suglasju s nedavno objavl-
jenim rezultatima mjerenja na aktivnoj superluminalnoj prijenosnoj liniji kojaje razvijena na Sveǔcilištu u Zagrebu.

Klju čne riječi: ne-Fosterov element, negativni kondenzator, stabilnost, metamaterijal,superluminalna propagacija

1 INTRODUCTION

All known passive materials (or metamaterials) that
have either negative (Epsilon-NeGative, Mu-NeGative)
or les-than-unity (Epsilon-Near-Zero,Mu-Near-Zero) real
parts of permittivity or permeability are inherently dis-
persive and, therefore, they suffer from narrow operating
bandwidth [1]. This operating bandwidth is limited by ba-
sic energy-dispersion constrains that apply for every pas-
sive, nearly loss-free material [1]:

∂ [ω · ε(ω)]
∂ω

> 0,
∂ [ω · µ (ω)]

∂ω
> 0. (1)

Here,ω is the angular frequency whileε andµ stand for
permittivity and permeability, respectively. The constraints

in (1) can be simplified to [2]:

∂ [ε(ω)]

∂ω
> 0,

∂ [µ (ω)]

∂ω
> 0. (2)

This simplified form (2) is an equivalent of the Foster re-
actance theorem in circuit theory [3] that requires∂X

∂ω > 0

and ∂Y
∂ω > 0 (X andY being the reactance and suscep-

tance, respectively). In the case of ENG (or MNG) and
ENZ (or MNZ) materials, the constrains in (2) actually
show the existence of some resonant process. This process
always involves redistribution of a fraction of the energy
from the electric field into the magnetic field (ENG and
ENZ metamerials) or vice versa (MNG and MNZ metama-
terials). A typical example is a well-known wire medium
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Equivalent circuits of a differential section of differ-
ent transmission lines (1D metamaterials), a) Passive ENZ
transmission line, b) Active ENZ superluminal transmis-
sion line. The negative capacitor (CN) is assumed being
ideal (dispersionless and loss-free).

[4], which can be thought of a transmission line periodi-
cally loaded with lumped inductances (Fig. 1 (a)). Here,
Z andY stand for the distributed impedance and admit-
tance of the line, respectively. Resonant process takes
place within a tank circuit formed by the line shunt capac-
itanceC∆x (C being the distributed capacitance and∆x
being the line segment differential length) and the lumped
inductorL2. Effective relative permittivity of this circuit
obeys the Drude dispersion model:

εr (ω) =
C

ε0
−

(ω0

ω

)2

, ω0 =
1√

ε0∆xL2

. (3)

Above the resonant frequency of a circuit (ω0), there is a
lack of energy stored in the electric field (it is converted
into the energy stored in the magnetic field). Within this
narrow band, effective relative permittivity (3) has a value
between zero and one (0 < εr < 1), indicating the ENZ
behavior. From the circuit theory point of view, one may
say that the dispersion in passive metamaterials occurs due
to the basic difference in the frequency behavior of a ca-
pacitor and an inductor.

Very recently, it has been shown that, in some cases, it is
possible to overcome basic dispersion constrains (1,2) by
the use of electronic circuits that behave as negative capac-
itors or negative inductors (so-called non-Foster elements
[5-9]). The simplest implementation (Fig. 1 b) of this basic
idea involves a transmission line periodically loaded with
negative capacitors. A combination of a positive capaci-
tor C (the distributed capacitance) and the negative capac-
itor CN (active non-Foster element) behaves as an active

‘tank circuit’. A role of the negative capacitorCN is to
decrease the equivalent permittivity below the free-space
value achievingdispersionless ENZ behavior:

εr (ω) =
1

ε0

(
C − |CN |

∆x

)
. (4)

The background physics of this counter-intuitive phe-
nomenon comes from the active nature of negative capac-
itor. Negative capacitor is actually a source that supplies
additional current to the positive capacitor [8]. This ad-
ditional current causes faster charging and therefore de-
creases the effective capacitance. Since the dispersion
curves of a positive capacitor and a negative capacitor are
exactly inverse, the resultant behavior (4) does not depend
on the frequencyat all. This novel principle was success-
fully employed in several practical realizations of active
ENZ metamaterials [6-8] and achieved bandwidths varied
from one octave [6,7] to more than four octaves [8]. These
bandwidths are significantly better than the bandwidthof
all passive metamaterials available at present. In addition,
the fact that the equivalent relative permittivity is smaller
than one within an extremely broad band enables the prop-
agation with phase and group velocities higher than speed
of light (superluminal propagation [8]). Numerical simu-
lations (based on actual measurement results) in [7] clearly
showed that non-Foster active ENZ metamaterial may en-
able construction of broadband cloaking devices. Several
other applications such as dispersionless feeding networks
in antenna arrays and broadband phase shifters in commu-
nication technology were also foreseen [8].

However, practical use of non-Foster ‘negative’ ele-
ments is often difficult due to inherent stability problems
[2]. These circuits always include positive feedback [9]
and therefore exhibit only conditional stability. Recent
study [10] revealed that the stability does not depend only
on the active negative elements and its parasitic effects (as
it is usually believed). Actually, the stability also depends
on the elements of the external passive network. Different
parallel and series networks that contain non-Foster ele-
ments were analyzed in [10] and it was found that they
satisfy different stability criteria. This fact is almost com-
pletely overlooked in the literature that deals with appli-
cation of non-Foster elements in metamaterials and anten-
nas. The stability criteria developed in [10] are very simple
and convenient. However, they are derived using a formal
mathematical approach and the physical background of in-
stability/stability is not completely clear. In addition,the
analysis in [10] deals with ideal non-dispersive non-Foster
elements. The influence of the imperfections such as inher-
ent loss/gain and a finite operating bandwidth of realistic
negative capacitor, or the losses of a host transmission line,
on the stability has not been investigated so far. Therefore,
here we present the stability analysis of realistic superlu-
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Fig. 2: Equivalent circuit of an ideal, (dispersionless and
loss-free) negative capacitor

minal ENZ transmission line and also make an attempt to
explain associated background physics.

2 ORIGIN OF INSTABILITY IN NEGATIVE CA-
PACITORS

Traditionally, RF and microwave engineers analyze sta-
bility in frequency domain with the help of (external) ‘sta-
bility factors’ [3], based on the reflection coefficients at
the circuit ports. However, it is very often neglected that
all (external) stability factors based on the reflection co-
efficient presume that the Nyquist stability criterion isa
priori satisfied, i.e. that the transfer function has no poles
in the right half-plane [11]. If one neglects this fact, it
is possible that the analysis of the stability factor predicts
stable operation even for a circuit that is inherently unsta-
ble. For instance, the modulus of the reflection coefficient
of an ideal (dispersionless) negative capacitor is one, as is
the modulus of an ordinary positive capacitance. Look-
ing at this result, one could (wrongly) conclude that a pure
negative capacitor is a stable device. However, a very sim-
ple and intuitive transient analysis presented in [2] clearly
shows an unbounded growth of voltage across the nega-
tive capacitor, i.e. instability. This unexpected behavior
comes from the fact that the electronic circuits that behave
as negative capacitors or negative inductorsalways apply
positive feedback. This can be understood from the simple
equivalent circuit of a negative capacitor shown in Fig. 2.

Here, an ordinary (positive) capacitor (C) is connected
in series with a dependent voltage sourcev0(t) that is con-
trolled by the input signalv(t). The amplitude of the volt-
age source is chosen to be twice the amplitude of the input
signal (v0(t)=2v(t)). This causes the net currenti(t) to
flow outward, which can be interpreted as the existence of
an equivalent negative capacitance (CN ):

i(t) = C
∂

∂t
(v(t)− 2v(t)) = −C

∂v(t)

∂t
= CN

∂v(t)

∂t
.

(5)
The circuit in Fig. 2 can be interpreted as an ideal (volt-
age) amplifier with a gain equal to 2 (here,v(t) andvo(t)

are input and output signals, respectively), with a capacitor
in positive feedback. Theoretically, if the input of the am-
plifier is left open, both, the input and output voltages will
be zero and the circuit will be stable. Of course, in reality,
there is always some noise present at the input of the am-
plifier. This noise will appear at the output, as well (how-
ever, its level will be increased due to gain of the amplifier).
Output (amplified) noise will be fed back again to the in-
put, then again amplified e.t.c. Obviously, this process re-
sembles behavior of an ordinary oscillator and leads to the
self-oscillations (every signal waveform is allowed in ide-
alized case with an amplifier with infinite bandwidth).

In order to stabilize the circuit one should decrease the
signal fed back to the input below the level that supports an
onset of oscillation. For instance, this can be achieved by
an additional ordinary (positive) capacitorCP connected
in parallel to the input (in parallel to the ‘negative’ capac-
itor). These two capacitors (C andCP ) form a voltage
divider described by simple equation:

v0(t)

v(t)
=

C

CP + C
. (6)

From (6), it can be concluded that the self-oscillation will
occur if CP <C. On the other hand, the circuit will be
stable ifCP >C. This is actually well known analysis of
a feedback factor in microwave electronics [3]. Similarly,
one may connect additional positive capacitorCP in se-
ries with negative capacitor. In this case, a simple analysis
reveals that the circuit will be stable ifC< CP .

The stability can also be treated in a formal way that
considers a negative capacitor as a ‘black box’ (a reac-
tance) that is connected to an external passive network
[10]. It can be shown that, in order to achieve stable opera-
tion, a net capacitance of the whole circuit (containing both
‘negative’ and ‘positive’ elements that can be connected
either in a parallel or in a series) must be positive. Ob-
viously, this requirement is fulfilled in superluminal ENZ
transmission line in Fig. 1b (|CN |

∆x < C). On the contrary,
construction of a dispersionless ENG metamaterial unfor-
tunately does not seem to be feasible (such a metamaterial
would require existence of negative net capacitance, which
is inherently unstable).

Above discussion presumes an ideal dispersionless neg-
ative capacitor with no loss (or gain). Strictly speaking,
this assumption is not physical. The infinite operating
bandwidth with a ‘flat’ characteristic of negative capaci-
tance would cause an infinite growth of magnitude in the
example with discharging of a capacitor in simple RC cir-
cuit [2]. Associated energy would be infinite, which cer-
tainly is not possible. In addition, the infinite operating
bandwidth would support superluminal group velocity for
all the frequencies from zero to infinity in [8]. This would
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Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit used in stability analysis of a
superluminal line with negative capacitors – Model I

mean that the energy velocity is also superluminal, which
(again) is not possible. The experimental results reported
in [8] also showed that capacitance of realistic negative ca-
pacitor depends on the frequency (i.e. it is indeed disper-
sive). Finally, the results from [8] showed that realistic
negative capacitor can have both loss and gain, depend-
ing on the frequency of operation (this behavior is caused
by the imperfection of the amplifier). One might specu-
late that the inherent loss should improve stability while
the inherent gain leads to instability as in the case of ordi-
nary negative-resistance circuits and oscillators [3]. This
hypothesis is analyzed in the following sections.

3 STABILITY ANALYSIS - MODEL WITH DIS-
PERSIONLESS NEGATIVE CAPACITOR WITH
LOSSES/GAIN

In order to investigate the stability of active superlu-
minal ENZ transmission line, a simple equivalent circuit
(Model I) of a differential section of a line (Fig. 3), devel-
oped from the basic idea in Fig. 1b is used. HereL and
C stand for the distributed inductance and capacitance, re-
spectively. In a first step, the negative capacitorCN was
assumed to be dispersionless. The losses of the host trans-
mission line (together with the input resistance of a genera-
tor) are modeled by distributed resistanceR, while the dis-
tributed conductanceG describes losses or gain (depend-
ing of the sign) an active non-Foster capacitor. The analy-
sis is based on the transfer functionH(s) of a differential
segment, which (in Laplace domain) reads as:

H (s) =
Vo

Vi

=
1

s2L(CN + CP ) + sR(CN + CP ) + sLG+RG+ 1
(7)

Here,Vi andVo stand for the input and output voltages at
the differential line segment whiles = σ+jω is a complex
frequency. The instability occurs if the poles of transfer

R G CP CN Stability
+ + + (−CP , 0) stable
+ - + (−CP , 0) dependent

on valueG

Fig. 4: The poles loci and stability conditions for Model I
(R = 50Ω, L = 0.25µH, CP = 70pF , CN = −40pF , G
is varied)

function (the roots of a polynomial in the denominator in
(7)) are located in the RHS of a complex plane [10]. Re-
alistic values of the elements of the equivalent circuit in
Fig.3, taken from the experiments in [8] were used in cal-
culation and a sample of achieved results is shown in Fig.
4 and Fig. 5. In the first example (Fig.4) it is assumed that
a line is driven by a generator with internal resistance of
50Ω and that the conductivityG may take both positive and
negative values. As expected, it was found that (|CP |>CN

is needed for stable operation. However, |CP |>CN is not
the only condition to be fulfilled. At the same time, the
requirementR > | 1G | should be met.

This result is consistent with the classical analysis of
microwave oscillators [3] apart from (very important) fact
that, even if all the resistances in the circuit (both positive
and negative) are equal to zero, negative value of capaci-
tance causes instability. In the second case (Fig. 5), it was
assumed that the host line is lossless and that the circuit is
driven by zero-impedance generator. In this case, it can be
seen that negative conductance always causes instability,
regardless of the values ofCN .

In addition, the model from Fig. 3 was also used for the
analysis of velocity of propagation. The exact expressions
for both phase and group velocities were derived using well
known basic equations:

vp =
ω

β
, vg =

∂ω

∂β
. (8)

Here,β stands for phase factor (2π
λ ), while vp andvg are
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R G CP CN Stability
0 + + (−CP , 0) stable
+ - + (−CP , 0) unstable

Fig. 5: The poles loci and stability conditions for Model I
(R = 0Ω, L = 0.25µH, CP = 70pF , CN = −40pF , G
is varied)

phase and group velocities, respectively. The equations are
too long to be included here. However, it is important to
mention that they have several square roots that impose the
sign ambiguities for both phase factor (β) and attenuation
factor (α). These ambiguities can be resolved if one bears
in mind that the active ENZ line can support only forward
waves and that the negative conductance always causes
gain. Analysis of the results clearly shows that Model I
(Fig. 3) correctly predicts existence of both superluminal
phase and group velocities observed in [8]. Moreover, it
predicts that both losses and gain of negative capacitor may
alter the ‘flatness’ velocity curve. However, Model I (Fig.
3) obviously cannot predict the frequency behavior of the
ENZ line because it presumes (nonphysical) dispersionless
capacitor.

4 STABILITY ANALYSIS - MODEL WITH DIS-
PERSIVE NEGATIVE CAPACITOR WITH
LOSSES/GAIN

In the next step, it was attempted to build a more real-
istic model that could take the dispersion of negative non-
Foster capacitor into account. At first, a network that com-
prised a simple RLC circuit and one ideal negative capaci-
tor, dispersion of which ‘imitates’ the dispersion observed
in experiments in [8], was developed. Analysis of devel-
oped network indeed correctly predicted variation of ef-
fective capacitance from negative values to positive values
with frequency, consistent with experiments in [8]. How-

 

  

  

      

   

    

     

Fig. 6: Equivalent circuit used in stability analysis of a
superluminal line with negative capacitors – Model II

ever, the existence of the inductance within a model caused
instability for all the frequencies, which is not consistent
with measurements in [8]. Additional thorough analysis
revealed that is (even theoretically) impossible to construct
a passive network (complemented with an ideal negative
capacitor), that should be able to ‘imitate’ behavior of real-
istic negative capacitor in [8]. Thus, one should go back to
the basic physics and try to model realistic negative capaci-
tor per see. Therefore, it was decided to refine a rather sim-
ple model of negative capacitor from Fig. 2. This model is
non-physical due to the assumption that the amplifier has
constant gain (equal to 2) over the infinite bandwidth. We
corrected this by the introduction of a frequency character-
istic of the amplifier described by simple one-pole model.
This more realistic circuit was used as a load of a host
transmission line yielding Model II (Fig. 6).

One could analyze the stability of this model by writing
down the mesh equations, deriving new transfer function
and then examining its properties. We opted for a simpler
approach that formally introduces effective (dispersive)ca-
pacitance (CNef ) and effective (dispersive) conductance
(Gef ) of realistic negative capacitor:

CNef = C
−1 +

(
ω
ωp

)2

1 +
(

ω
ωp

)2 , Gef = −ω · C
2 ·

(
ω
ωp

)

1 +
(

ω
ωp

)2 .

(9)

Here,C is positive capacitor used for the inversion in
negative capacitance circuit (similarly to a model in Fig.
2) andωp is the angular frequency of the pole of an am-
plifier. Once the values ofCNef andGef are calculated,
they can be inserted in equation (7) and the stability can be
predicted. The results of this analysis (with realistic values
of parameters taken from the experiments in [8]) are given
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the case in which absolute value
of generated negative capacitance is lower of than a value
of positive capacitance of a line segment (|CN | < Cp),
the poles are always located in LHS of a complex plane
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R G Cp CN Stability
+ + + (−Cp, 0) stable

Fig. 7: The poles loci and stability conditions for Model
II ( |CN | < Cp, R = 50Ω, L = 0.25µH, Cp = 70pF ,
C = 40pF , ωp = 300MHz, G is varied)

R G Cp CN Stability
+ (−∞, 1

R ) + (−∞,−Cp) stable
+ (− 1

R ,∞) + (−∞, Cp) unstable

Fig. 8: Poles loci and stability conditions for Model II
(|CN | < Cp, R = 50Ω, L = 0.25µH, Cp = 70pF ,
C = 40pF , ωp = 300MHz, G is varied)

indicating stable operation (Fig. 7). Please note that the
stability is achieved in spite of the fact that effective con-
ductanceGef may have both negative and positive values
[8]. This happens because the loses of the ENZ line (G),
together with the positive internal resistance of the driving
generator (50Ω) ‘override’ generated negative conductance
(Gef ) of the non-Foster capacitor.

However, if the losses (together with the positive inter-
nal resistance of the generator) do not override generated
negative inductance (Fig. 8) the system becomes unstable.
As in the previous case, the analysis of phase and group
velocities (not shown in figures) reveal that both the losses
and gain may alter the ‘flatness’ of velocity curve. How-
ever, due to physical background of Model II (Fig. 6) it
is now possible to analyze the dispersion of a whole ENZ
line. It was shown that one can expect (nearly) dispersion-
less ENZ behavior up to frequency ofωp

10 . This is in good
agreement with the experiments in [8].

5 CONCLUSION

Stability of superluminal ENZ transmission line based
on realistic non-Foster negative capacitors was analyzed in
Laplace domain. It was shown that a simple model of dis-
persionless negative capacitor with losses/gain can be used

for initial prediction of stability. A counterintuitive fact
that an isolated negative capacitor is always unstable was
explained by a simple equivalent circuit that contains an
amplifier with positive feedback. More realistic version of
this circuit with one pole in the gain function enables suc-
cessful modeling of a realistic negative non-Foster capac-
itor with both gain/loss and dispersion. Stability analysis
based on both models show that the net mesh capacitances
and net mesh resistances must always have positive values
in order to achieve stable operation. All achieved results
are in a very good agreement with recent experiments per-
formed at University of Zagreb.
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